
$245

$245

24 units of Botox 

72 units of Dysport
(unit amount is the equivalent to 24 U treatment of Botox)

24 U of Botox/ 72 U of Dysport treats approximately one area i.e. 
Forehead, Frown lines or Crows Feet. If you want to treat “Full Face” 
then we recommend you purchase 2-3 specials

Botox/ Dysport

*$1050

*$1050

*$1150

*$1250

*$1350

TWO Syringes of Juvederm Ultra or Juvederm Ultra Plus

TWO Syringes of Restylane or Restylane Silk

TWO Syringes of Restylane Lyft

TWO Syringes of Restylane Defyne or Restylane Refyne

TWO Syringes of Restylane Kysse

Must Be Treated At One Visit
Double Syringe Specials 

**$650

**$650

**$1700

**$2700

THREE Micropen treatments

THREE VBeam treatments for redness

FIVE PRP injection treatments for Hair Loss- Scalp

FIVE Micropen with PRP- Anti- Aging on Face

**Specials with Physician’s Assistants

The following specials require a 
consultation be done before the 
actual treatment can be scheduled

$550

$550

$600

$650

$700

ONE Syringe of Juvederm Ultra or Juvederm Ultra Plus

ONE Syringe of Restylane or Restylane Silk

ONE Syringe of Restylane Lyft

ONE Syringe of Restylane Defyne or Restylane Refyne

ONE Syringe of Restylane Kysse

Under Eyes, Around Mouth, Lips, Cheeks
Filler

$1200 TWO Vials of Kybella
Treating Double Chin without Surgery
Kybella

$1800 ONE Treatment
Excessive Sweating Underarms. Consult Required.
MiraDry

biggestbiggestThe                savings on cosmetic 
treatments for the year!

Exclusive event pricing only available Nov 6th-10th | Call 909 981 8929 now to book your appointment

I understand that treatments with Botox/ Dysport, Juvederm, Restylane products, and Kybella must be completed by 4/1/2024, and ALL other Cosmetic 
treatments must be initiated or complete by 4/1/2024.
For any treatments not completed by the above dates, the remaining purchase price of these treatments will be converted to a credit toward future products 
or procedures at Skin Physicians and Surgeons at the non- discounted price.
Purchases are NOT transferable and CANNOT be shared between two (or more) people.
Specials cannot be combined with any other promotions or discounts. Alle coupons and Care Credit can only be used/ redeemed for the purchase of your 
Envy specials if you have a scheduled appointment for treatment during our Week of Beauty (11/06/23 – 11/10/23) and make your purchase in person (not 
over the phone). Rest assured, if you make a purchase for a product eligible for Alle points, your points can be added to your account on the date of your 
treatment through 4/1/2024, just let one of our staff know on that day.

*These procedures require all product(s) to be used at one office visit to be eligible for this discount.
**These procedures are performed by our Physicians Assistant. Consultations for the above services are free. If patient decides not to proceed with the 
procedure, money will be refunded minus the $125 consultation fee.
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